The most
interactive
touch screen
panel

KIN is the most interactive video door entry panel. It allows
the visitor to interact in a simple way with its user interface.
It has a 10” capacitive touch screen and a graphite grey
finish at the forefront of design, in addition to having hidden
screws and a hidden speaker, with side grille.
This innovative outdoor panel provides high quality audio
and video, as well as multiple options such as alphanumeric
calls or calls to several guard units and advanced security
features.

The most interactive touch screen panel

Electronic Directory
Home selection is easy: simply access the electronic directory to
quickly search for the apartment you want to call. Navigating through
user names is practical and accurate, making it possible to find the
resident by choosing the first letter of the alphabet or just browsing
the directory up and down.

Touch screen
Its user interface is dynamically adapted to the user’s needs,
guiding the visitor through the process and creating a pleasant user
experience. All this thanks to the capacitive touch screen of the KIN
panel, which incorporates a high resolution display (1024x600).

1.2Mpx Colour HD Camera
The camera has a high-definition image, providing excellent video
quality. The camera is equipped with LED lighting for low light
conditions. It is possible to send video stream directly from the panel
to an IP CCTV security NVR using RTSP stream.

Alphanumeric call
Thanks to its display it is possible to call through alphanumeric codes
from A to H, such as 7B or 121F.

Proximity Reader

PIN Code

Face Recognition

In addition to offering great security
features with the MIFARE proximity
reader, the KIN panel supports integration
of third-party readers such as HID.

It is possible to access the building
through the keypad, using PIN codes,
which facilitates the access without
carrying any type of identifier.

Now it is possible to open the door using
the KIN face recognition system, allowing
residents to access the condominium
building quickly, and providing greater
security and comfort to the system.
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KIN GRAPHITE GREY PANEL (185 x 405 x 50 mm)
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KIN FLUSH BOX PANEL (170 x 382 x 58 mm)
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